Gastric bypass was performed with a novel through-the-scope twin clip under endoscopy

A novel through-the-scope twin clip (TTS-TC) (Micro-Tech Co. Ltd., Nanjing, China) was first reported by us [1,2]. The TTS-TC is composed of a middle column and two clips on both sides. Here, we initially explored gastric bypass with the TTS-TCs under endoscopy in a live pig.

The operation steps were as follows (▶Video 1, ▶Fig. 1): 1) A full-thickness defect of about 1.0 cm was made in the lower part of gastric body (▶Fig. 1a). 2) The small intestine near the defect was found in the abdominal cavity. 3) A TTS-TC was passed through the working channel of endoscope, and then one clip of the TTS-TC was opened to clamp the intestine. Then, the clamped intestine was pulled into the gastric cavity, and the other clip was opened to clamp the gastric mucosa to anchor the clamped intestine in the gastric cavity (▶Fig. 1b). 4) After the intestine was firmly anchored, it was incised with a hook knife (▶Fig. 1c). Then, the incised intestine wall was clamped by one clip of a TTS-TC, was pulled toward the gastric defect, and then the mucosa near the gastric defect was clamped by the other clip to close the two together (▶Fig. 1d). By this means, a total of seven TTS-TCs were used to close the gastrointestinal anastomosis wound, and then three traditional through-the-scope clips were used to close the wound. The total time spent in the formation of the gastric bypass was 96 minutes, in which the time of closing the wound was 51 minutes.

At the 2-month follow-up, no perforation, bleeding or death had occurred, the wound had healed, and the TTS-TCs had spontaneously fallen off. A gastric bypass had been successfully constructed (▶Fig. 1e). However, further exploration is needed to optimize the procedure and evaluate its safety and feasibility.
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Endoscopic gastric bypass was successfully constructed with a novel through-the-scope twin clip in a live pig.
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